In this paper, under weak conditions, we theoretically prove the second-order convergence rate of the Crank-Nicolson scheme for solving a kind of decoupled forward-backward stochastic differential equations.
Introduction
The existence and uniqueness of the solution for nonlinear backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs) were first proved by [1] . Since then, BSDEs have been extensively studied by many researchers. At the same time, many applications have been found. In [2] , Peng obtained the relation between the backward stochastic differential equation and the parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) . By using the relation between the BSDE and PDE, a four step scheme was proposed in [3] . In [4] , some simple numerical schemes were proposed for BSDEs and half-order convergence error estimates were proved. In [5] , Zhao et al. proposed some new kind of high accurate numerical method for BSDEs, which the scheme with second order convergence rate was first proposed and analyzed in [6] [7] and [8] . However, In [6] [7] [8], the authors only proved the schemes were of high order convergence for solving y and z with the generator f not depending on z. In [8] , the authors proved the errors measured in the ( ) In this paper, we will consider the BSDEs (1.1). Under weaker conditions, we proved the Crank-Nicolson scheme has second-order convergence rate for solving the decoupled FBSDEs. In Section 2, we introduce some preliminaries and notation, and introduce the scheme in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove that the scheme is of second-order convergence in solving y and of first-order convergence in solving Γ for the FBSDEs (1.1).
Preliminaries and Notation
Let T be a fixed positive number and 
.
The integrand
on the right-hand side of (3.2) is a deterministic smooth function of time s. We may use some numerical integration methods to accurately approximate the integral in (3.2) . In particular, we use the trapezoidal rule to approximate the integral on the right hand side of (3.2) and obtain ( )
where 
Based on (3.5), we have
where
Based on reference Equations (3.3) and (3.6), for solving the BSDEs (1.1) we introduce the following scheme. 
Scheme 1 Given a random variable
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Error Estimates
In this section, we will estimate the errors h C ∈ and 
Here C is a positive constant depending only on T, and the upper bounds of ϕ and f and their derivatives. 
Then for sufficiently small time step t ∆ , we have
where C is a constant depending on 0 c , T, and upper bounds of functions h, ϕ and f and their derivatives. 
Proof. Let
By the Hölder inequality (see [11] for details) we get
Then by the inequalities (4.6) and (4.7) we have ( ) 
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By the Taylor expansion (see [11] for details) we get 
where L is the Lipschitz constant of ( )
,
f t y with respect to y. Then by the inequalities (4.11) and ( ) ( ) 
The Equation (4.4), the inequalities (4.6), (4.12) and 
Multiplying both sides of (4.13) by ( ) 
Now by the inequalities (4.12) and (4.14) we get 
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the error estimate of the Crank-Nicolson scheme proposed in [10] for solving a kind of decoupled FBSDEs. Under weaker conditions than that in [9] , we rigorously prove the second order convergence rate of the Crank-Nicolson scheme.
